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1. ABSTRACT

Modernizing labor intensive Remote Tracking Stations (RTS), increasing individual
station capacity, and providing interoperable links between three separate Air Force
satellite networks are the objectives of the Automated RTS (ARTS) program now half
way to completion.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has operated a multi-satellite control facility (AFSCF) for over twenty-five
years. In 1980, IBM was contracted to modernize the data systems of the AFSCF. The
DSM contract is due for completion in 1987. In 1984, the Air Force contracted with Ford
Aerospace to modernize the AFSCF tracking stations to complement the projected DSM
capability and to make the RTS interoperable with the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) networks. The first phase of
ARTS is due for completion in 1988. This paper provides a technical description of
ARTS and a status of the project at the half way mark. (Viewgraph #2, ARTS Program
Organization)

The ARTS program has been assigned to Ford Aerospace’s Sunnyvale Operations
(SVO). The SVO was selected because of its knowledge of multi-user, multi-satellite
operations, and its experience in servicing the current AFSCF network. SVO is basically a
systems engineering, integration, and services facility. Early on trade studies selected
companies with state-of-the art, off-the-shelf products and technologies applicable to
ARTS. ARTS team comprises:

Antenna and Antenna Control System - Datron Systems, Inc.
SGLS Downlink & Uplink System - Stanford Telecommunications, Inc.
Solid State High Power Amplifier System - Loral Data Systems



GPS Enhancement System - HRB Singer
(Viewgraph #3, Ford Aerospace Team)

3. BACKGROUND

a) Air Force Satellite Control Network: The USAF is not only modernizing the AFSCF
but expanding it to incorporate other, single user networks. ARTS is the contractual
bridge to combining multiple and single user facilities into a single network: the
AFSCN. A major new capability is the addition of a second control center in
Colorado Springs, the Consolidated Space Operations Center (CSOC), which with
the AFSCF’s Satellite Test Center (STC), shares the control of the AFSCN. ARTS,
as a replacement for an RTS, must be interchangeably operable by either the STC or
CSOC.
(Viewgraph #4, Creating A Network)

b) ARTS Requirements:

A primary system requirement is to reduce the labor intensity at current SCF stations.
At the Vandenberg Tracking Station (VTS) the current staff for 24 hours per day,
seven day week manning is 121 people for all station functions: operations,
maintenance, logistics, communications, etc. This is a two-sided RTS, i.e., two
separate satellite support operations may run simultaneously. VTS currently has it’s
own data processing capability. If the data processing functions are moved to the
STC, as will be the case in DSM, the VTS manning is reduced to 77. (The net
savings of such a move depends on DSM staffing needed to pick up those DP
functions.) Under ARTS, the staffing is further reduced to a station need of
approximately 30 people through automation where a single operator console is all
that is required to configure the station for a pass.
(Viewgraph #5, ARTS Benefits)

ARTS upgrades station capability by increasing commanding and telemetry data
rates to the DSM level, and by increasing station availability. Currently, RTS’s re-
configure a station in approximately fifteen minutes. The ARTS will reduce turn
around times between passes to five minutes or less. Where passes are fifteen
minutes or less in duration, this represents an almost two-fold increase in pass
support. The third requirement to increase capacity involves two new stations
(Colorado Springs (CTS), and the Northern European Station (NES)), and upgrading
one station at Thule, Greenland.
(Viewgraph #6, Added Network Capacity)



ARTS is scheduled for implementation in two phases. The first comprises the CTS,
NES, TTS-A and an ARTS Development and Maintenance Facility (ADMF) in
Sunnyvale, California. All four sites will be installed and operational by June 1989.
The second phase, also competitive, will start in 1987 with a planned replacement of
the remaining RTS’s. This should be completed in the early to mid 1990’s.

Interoperability between networks has long been a DoD goal. In Phase I of ARTS
the CTS may be automatically configured to respond like a GA station to the GPS
control center. Likewise the TTS-B station may be configurable to respond as a
DMSP remote station. In both cases it is incumbent on ARTS to require no special
hardware or software interface at the other network’s control centers.

Finally, ARTS will operate in one of three modes: Remote automatic, Local
automatic or Manual. Remote means the Mission Control Center is sending
configuration commands from STC, CSOC, DMSP or the GPS and there is no
operator intervention. Local automatic means configuration instructions are relayed
by voice from STC, CSOC, GPS or DMSP to the ARTS operator. Normally, the
operator will use a pre-recorded disk to input the bulk of the data, which will then be
modified by voice input. In manual mode the individual subsystems may be operated
by front panels or their equivalent.
(Viewgraph #7, System Schematic)

4. ARTS System Description

a) Operations: The corresponding number of operators required to run a Remote
Tracking Station is reduced from nine in a Pre-DSM RTS to two in a Post-DSM
ARTS. Replacing the labor intensive RTS positions is automation with an effective
Man Machine Interface (MMI). ARTS presents its equipment status and
configuration data through a hierarchical display organization to a single operator
position. This position in fact is intended as a passive, monitoring position when
ARTS is in its prime mode: Automatic Remote. The only active position on site
during ARM is the tape handler: a position dictated by the requirement to store four
separate data streams of 5 Mbps, each.
(Viewgraph #8, ARTS Workstation)

The Automatic Local Mode (ALM) will be the normal mode, initially, as DSM will
not yet have the ARM capability. The ARTS operator will rely on the efficiency of
automatic re-configuration, and readiness testing as modified by him under voice
control from the STC or CSOC.



Configuration data on floppy disks will be updated, as necessary, for that pass, and
in less than five minutes the system will be ready. The display framework common to
all displays with which the operator communicates with the system is divided into six
sections:

Title: the name of the display
ALARM: a scrolled listing of prioritized by color system problem messages.
PASS: specific data on the next level of displays
MENU: the key to the next level of displays
Graphics: a sketch or list of system status/data
Dialogue: a scrolled listing of operator messages
(Viewgraph #9, Display Framework)

A sample display would be the system summary, a top-level status display. The
current status of ARTS is divided into six functional areas showing in tabular or
graphics form the specifics of each function. On this display the Estimated Time of
Arrival and other pass data is listed along with playback mode, the selected speed of
the recorders, the status of the control & status subsystem and current power on the
uplink. The downlink pool assignments are color coded, while the current antenna
parameters (azimuth, elevation, range rate, etc.) and whether or not AMBA is being
used is listed. The menu gives the operator a list of other displays that are selected
via cursor control. The color coding is as expected: green = on-line, red = faulted,
and the background color = off-line. The control of parameters or menu selection
may be by cursor control, function keys, or straight keyboard entry. With the system
having access to equipment status down to the line replaceable unit (LRU) and the
operator having flexible, fast access to the system the maintenance of a 30 minute
MTTR has proven eminently feasible.
(Viewgraph #10, System Summary)

b) Testing the ARTS basic design incorporates sufficient switches to facilitate through
loop tests isolation down to the LRU to again guarantee a 30 minute MTTR. There is
no redundancy, per se, but common equipment (bit synch’s, demod’s, etc.) are
pooled such that switches can select or deselect an individual device for a given
pass. If the pass requires all of the pooled components, then any failed components
makes the system unavailable. It is, fortunately, more normal for a pass to require
less that the full pool. In this case failed components may be configured out, and like
components may be used to verify failure. It is a case of effective redundancy, fully
utilized by ARTS testing library. This library comprises:

Readiness Test
Performance Tests



Fault Isolation
Calibration Tests
Self Diagnosing Equipments

Again, interconnecting switches are the facilitators of much of the automated testing.
An example is the AMBA loop test which is one of a series of loop tests used in fault
isolation. The Automatic Mainbeam Acquisition software design is Ford Aerospace
proprietary, and the loop test of its primary function is displayed in the
accompanying viewgraph. This schematic shows the controlled exercise of the
AMBA function, exclusive of actual antenna, or satellite signals. This is one of a
series of test loops available to diagnose TT&C failures. They comprise:

Vertex probe loop
LNA loop
AMBA loop
DeMod loop
Bit Synch loop
BERT/Encoder loop
SGLS CMD loop
Non SGLS CMD loop

(Viewgraph #11 AMBA Test Loop)

c) Antenna Subsystem: The ARTS antenna is a standard 8400 pedestal with 33 foot
reflector from Datron. It is a single channel, monopulse design with SGLS uplink and
downlink capability. It is an elevation over azimuth configuration with dual opposed
drives and dual-speed position transducers for zero backlash and high accuracy. The
shaped reflector has a resolution capable of Ku with a proven corrogated horn feed.
A distinguishing characteristic of the ARTS antenna subsystem is its in line auxiliary
antenna to facilitate automatic mainbeam acquisition. This antenna is 78 inches with a
prime focus feed and a 90 degree flare corrugated horn. The purpose of the smaller
antenna is to keep the main reflector from locking on a sidelobe by providing an
alternate, broader signal source upon command from the TT&C subsystem. The
microprocessor based antenna control unit is Datron’s standard Series 3100 with
both on-line and off-line BITE and a remote control unit located in the ARTS
operator console providing manual antenna control if required.
(Viewgraph #12 ARTS Antenna Subsystem)

d) TT&C Subsystem: The uplink modulated carrier has both SGLS and non-SGLS
capability. The SGLS ternary commands with a carrier mod index of 0.3 or 1.0
radians has a 1, 2 or 10 Kbps commanding capability. M22 data at 1.25 or 1.7 MHz
has rates of 250 BPs to 256 Kbps. Non-SGLS carrier generation has rates of



100 Bps to 100 Kbps. Carrier performance is 1.76 to 1.84 GHz with +0.001%
stability. Uplink power is up to 2250 WATTS output power, remotely (computer)
selectable in steps of 200 WATTS.

Downlink signals are in the 2.2 to 2.3 GHz range and may be acquired and tracked
with signal uncertainty up to ±200 KHz. FM and PM modulated carrier may be
acquired at any mod index within the range with spectral bandwidths of up to
50 MHz and 10 MHz respectively. In support of automatic mainbeam acquisition the
TT&C subsystem provides frequency sweeping and signal presence detection. Upon
apparent detection the TT&C may automatically perform power measurements of the
main and the in line auxiliary antenna LNA’s. In terms of range measurements 30 bit
range numbers are provided to the Control & Status computer once per second,
synchronized to the C&S, 1 PPS timing signal.

Telemetry processing for up to 5 simultaneous bit streams: two from SGLS Carrier I,
one each from carrier II, X, and Y. Four of the bit streams may be 5 Mbps each. All
data may be recorded for later playback, with the highest data rates having a 15
minute recording capacity. There are fourteen possible recording channels and
simultaneous playback while recording is possible. Recording speed is variable under
computer control. Nominally, eight channels are available for digital recording and
four for analog.

To enhance reliability and flexibility the following connectivity is possible under
computer control:

C any receiver output to any demodulator input
C any demodulator output to any pertinent recorder track
C any demodulator output to any bit synchronizer
C any bit synchronizer output to any pertinent recorder track
C any bit synchronizer or pertinent recorder track to any Comm CI channel (5)

including B side and GPSE.
(Viewgraph #13 ARTS TT&C Block Diagram)

e) Control & Status Subsystem: With the exception of mounting and dismounting reels
of magnetic tape ARTS may be operated remotely from the STC or CSOC. That is,
the computer system in ARTS can automatically perform the remote tracking
function. This includes mode selection, insertion of IRON data (i.e. pass
configuration), set up of the station for that specific satellite (high flyer, low, geo-
synch, etc.), readiness test of the selected equipment with substitution where
necessary, acquisition (AMBA or slave) of the satellite, performance of the pass with
requisite data transmission , fade and post pass wrap up. All of this without operator,



intervention at the RTS. The computer system that performs these functions is a set
of nine Intel processors in a functionally distributed configuration. Functional
distribution offers downstream flexibility in terms of growth, but in terms of
development it has reduced checkout bottlenecks, forced a heavy reliance on
software as well as hardware ICD’s, and reduced development impact of adding
functions when an ECP could be satisfied by adding a processor.
(Viewgraph #14 C&S Functional Diagram)

The C&S comprises four major hardware groups: The Processing Element, the
Control Console, the Timing Element, and the Telemetry Simulation Element. The
processing element uses two Intel 286-12’s and seven Intel 88/45’s. The 286-12’s
are 370 KIP to 750 KIP 16 bit processors, depending on instruction mix, and are in
the Command Chassis and the Main Chassis. The Command Chassis 286-12
performs the command function software while the Main Chassis 286-12 handles the
AMBA function. The 88/45’s are spread through those two chassis and the
Peripheral Chassis and are assigned Comm-processing functions one through seven
for their 70 to 150 KIP processors. All nine processors have access to disks and
megabyte RAM’s through General Purpose Interface Buses (GPIB’s) or Local Area
Nets (LAN) to facilitate data I/O.

Timing in ARTS is provided by a separate C&S subsystem. Time is synchronized to
AFSCN system time to ±100 microseconds of UT-2 over a period of 180 days by a
redundant rubidium standard. This time is provided to C&S, TT&C, Comm, the
antenna subsystem and the GPS Enhancement. A primary purpose of the timing
subsystem is to provide data to the STC and CSOC that is time tagged to an
accuracy of ±100 MS. Internal ARTS time is held to an accuracy of ±10
microseconds of the frequency standard. The rubidium standard in ARTS is updated
by the GPS time every second, and battery back-up for the frequency standard is
good for seven hours.

The Control Console is a simplistic arrangement of two racks connected by a work
surface on which is mounted the terminal and keyboard. Placed next to it is the
printer for output of hard copies of operator selected displays. The terminal is a
Tektronix 4107 color monitor, and the keyboard is a standard QWERTY typewriter
keyboard with a 12 key numeric keypad, eight programmable function keys and a
cursor control device. The display screen is a 13-inch color raster scan CRT with a
60 Hz non-interlaced refresh for flicker free displays in normal ambient lighting
conditions. Eight colors are selectable in a 480 x 640 pixel resolution. In graphics
mode there are 4,096 x 4096 addressable points, but the ARTS displays are static
graph-type charts which are well within the 4107’s capabilities. The C&S processors
store the background for their displays in the one megabyte RAM memory of the



4107 and makes extensive use of its selectable blinking, and scrolling capabilities to
enhance MMI.
(Viewgraph #15 Typical ARTS Display)

The rack to the immediate right of the operator has the manual devices he will need to
operate the antenna, should the need arise. At the top of the rack is the Tektronix
2430 Oscilloscope allowing remote control and status by an IEEE 488 bus. It has a
sampling rate of 120M/second and a bandwidth of (-3dB). It has an input impedance
of 50 OHMS, cursor controlled time & frequency measurements, waveform
averaging and enveloping and four waveform memories as well as other capabilities.
Beneath it is the Tektronix 492P Spectrum analyzer, which also employs an IEEE-
488 port. In support of the previously mentioned ARTS testing capability (i.e.
calibration, performance and fault isolation) it has a 50 KHz to 21 GHz frequency
range, and an amplitude comparison in .25 dB steps. The Antenna Control Unit, a
standard Datron product has the control and readout for azimuth and elevation
manual rotation of the 33' reflector. It is located at the same height and is directly
adjacent to the operator’s CRT and keyboard control. The antenna movement is via
two control knobs where antenna rotation speed is proportional to knob rotation
speed up to a limit check of 15E per second acceleration. Below the ACU is space
for a GFE intercom, and then the audio alarm. The audio alarm is controlled by the
286-12 in the Main Chassis. It provides an alarm in the range of 70-90 dBA to
augment the 4107’s beeper. It has two alarm modes: continuous tone for support
alarms and a pulsing tone for safety alarms. Recognition of the alarm condition by
the operator to the Main Chassis processor will cancel the alarm. The red alarm
message on the screen however will remain there until the condition is satisfied. The
left hand rack is primarily for growth but does contain the Noise figure meter, which
also has a 488 bus interface. It has a tunable frequency (10 to 1800 MHz) with a
resolution of 0.1 MHz. It is an Eaton 2075 with a range of 0 to 30 dB and a
resolution of 0.01 dB.

The final major grouping of equipment in the Control & Status CI is the telemetry
simulation element. The PCM simulator and the Frequency Synthesizer are in the
center rack of these C&S racks. The Synthesizer is a Wavetek Model 23 and is
available to the C&S processor over the General Purpose Interface Bus. It is a fully
tunable bit rate from the telemetry simulator in 10 MHz to 12 MHz. It is TTL
compatible and outputs to the PCM simulator. The PCM simulator is the Aydin 822-
11-901 which will generate any pattern in the ARTS 001 specification. It is accessed
for control & status by an RS-232 serial link, while its balanced outputs are RS-422
compatible. It is tunable up to 5Mbps by the frequency synthesizer, and has a full
range of data codes (NRZL, BIOL, RZ, etc.). It produces word lengths up to 32 bits
in frames up to 1024 words. It is both DSM and GPS directives compatible.



f) GPS Enhancement: The GPS Master Control Station (MCS) will access the ARTS
station at Colorado Springs as if it were another one of the GPS ground antenna
(GA) sites. The design to accomplish this is progressing well enough to move this
installation forward one year. It essentially involves installing a GA front end
processor (an IBM Series 1) and then multiplexing the I/O ports of the Series 1 to an
Intel processor where a “memory map” translates the output to that of ARTS, such
that directives, for example, to the GA antenna become directives to the ARTS
antenna. As all GA functions are a subset of ARTS function (the GPS network
supports a single satellite family with relatively modest ground station needs, while
ARTS is an AFSCN ground station supporting every possible type of satellite, first
rev, supports, etc.), their is no capacity/capability problem on the part of ARTS.
From a GPS perspective, therefore, operations are unattended, as with GA’s.

GPSE comprises four and a half racks of equipment including the IBM Series 1, the
IBM Comm Controller, the 3705, and the Crypto gear required to support GPS. The
Intel interface to the ARTS is actually just one chassis of equipment. A line printer
and a display station to support the IBM processors are located on a side table.
Avoidance of software configuration control problems has been by strict use of the
application code in both processors without reprogramming. One of the problems
met during development was the requirement to use new crypto devices (KG61 and
81). The solution was to overlay only the I/O of the Series 1 and control the KG’s by
external microprocessors. HRB-Singer modified their GPSE subsystem to
accommodate this change, and are currently on schedule in meeting the accelerated
CTS installation.
(Viewgraph #16, GPSE Intra CI Diagram)

g) Defense Meteorological Satellite Program: The DMSP Enhancement to a basic
ARTS core comprises two primary devices: a multiplexer/ demultiplexer provided
GFE to ARTS and identical to the Mux/Demux in DMSP; and an interface
microcomputer which maps data and commands to ARTS using an Intel 88/45
processor. The DMSPE System Diagram shows a fairly simplistic interface between
the GFE Mux/Demux and the ARTS core. The input 230.4K link with the DMSP
SOC is demultiplexed and routed to the ARTS interface processor. The interface
processor may be thought of as another of the seven Comm-processors in the C&S
system wherein it enjoys the same flexibility communication as the other seven, It
receives data from the Demultiplexer in CCITTX.25 packets and must convert and
route the DMSP messages to ARTS.

The DMSPE Interface processor has the same operating system as the other ARTS
Intel processors. It performs all operating system functions such as initialization, inter
CPCI communication and timing/scheduling. After the X.25 messages have been



received, processed, and acknowledged the Interface processor routes the messages
to C&S. In return it receives in part the data for the site status message which it
formats into the X.25 packets and transmits to the DMSP’s SOC. The NORAD
Element Data Set (NEDS) sent to the C&S processor where it is converted to
antenna pointing angles. This software stores the NEDS, initiates acknowledgement
to the DMSP SOC and uses the input acquisition time and IRON identification to
retrieve, compute and route antenna pointing angles to the antenna subsystem at the
appropriate time. Telemetry data received from DMSP is transmitted directly to the
GFE wideband interface at 3.072 Mbps.

The only remaining complexity is to enable the “other side” of the Thule Remote
Tracking Site, which will be converted to ARTS at a later date, to support DMSP
also. The diagram shows the “B” side can support DMSP in parallel with an AFSCN
support by ARTS via a simple switch arrangement computer controlled by ARTS.
(Viewgraph #17 DMSPE System Diagram)

h. The Communication Subsystem: As an operational network, the AFSCF has a
primary (WB) and a backup (NB) communications system. The upgrade and
modernization of this system is the subject of another contract with Space-Comm
Inc. ARTS assumes the existence of a Communications, system, and an interface to
it that is compatible with the current communication system. The compatible
interface permits the two projects to proceed independently of each other at Thule,
where there is an installed Comm-system. The only pertinent difference being the
capacity of the system where the current system has a 1.5 Mbps capacity per ARTS,
while the upgraded system will have a DSM compatible 5.0 Mbps capacity.

At CTS there is a current Comm-system, and the Comm-system installation will,
apparently lag the CTS installation by a year. Moving CTS forward a year further
exacerbates the problem. ARTS has been directed to solve the problem by installing
an interim wideband system, such that CTS will have the same WB capacity as
Thule, including an M22 interface. In all four ARTS the WB interface is taken to a
single panel for redistribution to the Comm-network. A sample ARTS Comm-
interface is shown in the accompanying viewgraph showing the CTS
Communications Block Diagram.
(Viewgraph #18 CTS Block Diagram)

i. Control & Status Software: The Control & Status software is the logical heart of
ARTS. It must operate the hardware, and report on its status, reroute data flow
around failed components, and isolate failures to the LRU level. The “housekeeping”
chores themselves are considerable, but C&S must also flexibily accommodate the
wide variety of the AFSCN common user community. This section will briefly review



the data and control requirements; the functionally distributed design, and finally
review current status.
1) Requirements: C&S must buffer and route STC/CSOC command data at 1,2, or

10Kbps. On failed command echo checks an alarm is sounded local or displays
generated, and STC/CSOC notified. Non-STC/CSOC users will generate
commands at 2.4 or 4.8 Kbps which are converted to ternary and sent on to
TT&C. Line interrupts will result in C&S generating filler “S” pulses. Non-SGLS
commanding will be at 100bps to 100Kbps.

As a prepass function, C&S will set up the configuration for the next support,
perform a readiness check, update any of the previously stored pass data, and
reroute around failed components. The primary or WB link with MCC’s operates
at 9.6, 56, 96 or 256Kbps. The secondary or backup link operates at 4.8, 7.2 or
9.6Kbps. Loss of WB link causes the system to automatically look to the
narrowband. Through all this ARTS maintains a status message flow to the STC.

2) Design: The C&S CPCI is functionally spread over nine processors and
comprises fifteen CPC’s. The software design is one of transaction driven
independent tasks which are capable of interacting, as needed, by bus and shared
memory structure geared to meet the timing needs, while minimizing data
movement. As such, there is no true master-slave relationship between processors
or tasks. This reduces queuing and more closely utilizes the confirguration’s
multi-processing capacity. Tasks are, therefore, interrupt driven by exterior
events, or internal timing, or table driven by another task’s actions; yielding lower
system overhead.
(Viewgraph #19 C&S CPCI Data Flow)

The C&S CPCI data flow can be roughly viewed as having three driving modes:
TT&C, the Operator’s Console, and the exterior interface. Individual CI’s
(antenna, receiver, etc.) have their own microprocessors with their firmware to
control their own further distributed functions. These accept commands and send
status which causes a ripple effect of other tasks until status is sent to DSM, a
fault is fixed, etc. A second exterior driving node is the operator’s console, which
requests displays, forces assignments, takes equipment off-line, etc. Again, an
action by the operator has a ripple effect of tasks being handled by the various
CPC’s. The third driven in this simplistic overview is that which arrives from the
Comm-subsystem. An MCC in the STC may generate a command for its vehicle
and sends it to an ARTS site. The command arrives, is error checked, translated,
echo checked, etc. The software organization in effect lets the data generate it’s
own processing route and work queues. It is an extremely efficient design, which
will prove flexible in handling the inevitable downstream changes.



3) Status: At this writing first article hardware generation is behind us, and software
has entered the final phase of systems integration. To facilitate a smooth final
integration we have gone through a systematic building block of interface control
and checkout: hardware and software. A software development system was
created wherein programmers entered code from their desks into the VAX for
compilation, automatically downloaded the Intel target code to one of 12 Intel
processors and then automatically reviewed the results of a unit test. An Intel
processor was sent to the receiver manufacturer’s facility to check out in detail
the software interface and timing of the receiver while it was still at the
manufacturer. Despite all of this the economics of the program did not permit
setting up an antenna prior to moving to site. As this will be the first test of
AMBA, and as our first site is in Thule, Greenland, Ford Aerospace supported an
idea to move up the CTS installation by one year. The proof of AMBA will now
take place in Colorado Springs in the Summer of 1987.

4) Summary: ARTS is on schedule, and meeting performance requirements. The
schedule shows the effect of our study to move CTS installation forward by one
year, and we believe the concomittant reduction in risk will result in an on time
completion of a successful project.
(Viewgraph #20 The ARTS Schedule)
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Viewgraph #13, ARTS TT&C Block Diagram
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Viewgraph #15, Typical ARTS Display
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Viewgraph #20, The ARTS Schedule


